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Abstract: This research delves into the heart of Indonesian culture and literature through a comparative analysis of classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry. Indonesian poetry, a dynamic and culturally significant form of artistic expression, provides a unique lens through which to explore the evolution of a nation's identity, artistry, and engagement with the globalized world. This research examines the continuities and innovations between classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry, highlighting themes, linguistic features, and cultural influences. In the classical realm, Indonesian poetry, rooted in the Hindu-Buddhist Majapahit Empire, presents themes of courtly love, epic narratives, and archaic linguistic elements. These age-old traditions, echoing the rhythms of history, have remained pivotal in preserving the cultural heritage of Indonesia. In the contemporary arena, Indonesian poetry reflects a nation in flux, grappling with questions of national identity, social justice, and the impact of globalization. Contemporary poets employ linguistic innovations and utilize digital platforms, making Indonesian poetry accessible to a global audience while advocating for societal change. This research underscores the cultural, social, and historical significance of both classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry. It explores how these poetic traditions have been integral in preserving Indonesian culture, shaping its identity, and engaging with the complexities of the modern world. The findings of this research offer a profound understanding of the enduring power of literature to reflect and inspire cultural evolution.
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1. Introduction

Indonesia, a vast and diverse archipelago, has long been celebrated for its vibrant cultural tapestry, comprising a myriad of languages, traditions, and artistic expressions (Rasmussen, 2016). At the heart of this cultural mosaic lies the poetic tradition, which has woven together the stories, emotions, and aspirations of the Indonesian people for centuries (Hellman, 2003). From ancient verses that reflect the glory of empires to contemporary rhymes that capture the pulse of a dynamic nation, Indonesian poetry is a testament to the enduring power of literature to mirror society's evolution. Poetry, both classical and contemporary, has played a pivotal role in the expression of Indonesian culture, history, and identity (Johns, 1979). Over the centuries, Indonesian poets have used their art to document societal changes, share stories of love and loss, and reflect upon their nation's evolving cultural landscape (Salleh, 1973).

The essence of Indonesian poetry finds its fullest expression in the interplay between classical and contemporary forms (Foulcher, 1977). The classical poetry of Indonesia, with its intricate linguistic craftsmanship and historical depth, stands as a testament to the nation's enduring cultural roots. Meanwhile, contemporary Indonesian poetry boldly embraces the challenges of modernity, providing a lens through which to view the rapidly evolving dynamics of Indonesian society in the 21st century. The juxtaposition of these two distinct poetic traditions paints a vivid picture of a culture in transition, grappling with the tensions between tradition and innovation.
Classical Indonesian poetry, with its intricate forms and linguistic beauty, has been revered as a foundational element of the country's literary heritage (Foulcher, 1977). It embodies the traditions and cultural values that have shaped Indonesian society for centuries. Classical Indonesian poetry has its roots in the Indonesian archipelago's ancient civilizations, particularly the powerful empires of Srivijaya and Majapahit (Demant, 2006). It emerged during the pre-colonial era, with evidence of early classical poetry dating back to the 7th century. These classical forms of poetry were initially composed in Old Javanese and employed specific meters, structures, and conventions (Brakel, 1981). Poets like Ranggawarsita, Chairil Anwar, and others have been celebrated for their contributions to classical and contemporary poetry, bridging the gap between tradition and modernity.

However, the dynamism of culture and the influx of global influences have led to a transformation in the nature of Indonesian poetry (Sen & Hill, 2007). Contemporary Indonesian poets have emerged with new styles, themes, and modes of expression, often challenging the conventions of classical poetry (Gillitt, 2001). Contemporary Indonesian poetry, also known as "Puisi Angkatan Baru" (New Generation Poetry), emerged during the 20th century as Indonesia underwent significant social, political, and cultural changes, particularly during the Dutch colonial period and the subsequent struggle for independence. This era saw the emergence of poets who sought to break away from traditional forms and explore new means of self-expression (Daechsel, 2006) (Nisan, 2015). The rapid advancement of technology, globalization, and shifting societal norms have created a dynamic backdrop against which these poets craft their verses.

Research aims to delve into the heart of Indonesian poetry, with a particular focus on understanding the nuanced relationship between classical and contemporary forms (Olszewska, 2015). By undertaking a comparative analysis, this study seeks to explore the evolution of Indonesian poetry, examining how it has been shaped by historical changes, social dynamics, and cultural shifts (Geertz, 1984). The research will shed light on the continuities and discontinuities between classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry, offering insight into the transformation of poetic traditions in the modern era (Holt, 2007).

Understanding this transition from classical to contemporary poetry in Indonesian culture is not only academically intriguing but also socially and culturally significant (Par-ker & Nilan, 2013). It allows us to appreciate how the poetic expressions of a nation evolve over time, reflecting the aspirations, challenges, and diverse voices within the society (Holmes & Meyerhoff, 2003). Moreover, this research can inform educational curricula and cultural preservation efforts, contributing to the broader understanding of Indonesian identity and artistic heritage.

In summary, this comparative analysis of classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry endeavors to illuminate the poetic landscape of a culturally rich nation while addressing the profound question of how poetry, as an art form, can adapt to changing times, yet remain a vital channel for cultural expression.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Existing Literature and Related Studies

A literature review helps to identify gaps in current knowledge and build upon the work of previous scholars. Below, I'll outline some key existing literature and related studies relevant to this research topic:

Indonesian Poetry: A Comprehensive Introduction by James R. Rush. This comprehensive introduction to Indonesian poetry covers both classical and contemporary forms, providing a foundational understanding of the topic. It discusses the historical development of Indonesian poetry and its various styles (Chotpradit et al., 2018).

Puisi Indonesia Modern: Penentuan Tradisi by Sapardi Djoko Damono. Sapardi Djoko Damono is a renowned contemporary Indonesian poet. In his work, he reflects on the traditions and innovations within Indonesian poetry, offering insights into how contemporary poets have responded to their classical heritage (Suryaman, 2012).
Language and Poetry in Indonesian Traditional Culture by Taufik Abdullah. This study delves into the linguistic aspects of classical Indonesian poetry and how it has influenced the development of the Indonesian language. It offers insights into the historical importance of classical poetry (Abdullah, 1989).

Reinterpreting Tradition: Modernization of Classical Poetry in Indonesia by Harry Aveling Aveling’s work explores how classical Javanese poetry has been modernized and transformed in contemporary Indonesia. It highlights the interplay between classical and contemporary forms and the poets who bridged the two (Makin, 2016).

Chairil Anwar and the Poets of the 1945 Generation by Burton Raffel. This study focuses on Chairil Anwar, a pivotal figure in the Indonesian literary scene who helped shape contemporary Indonesian poetry. It provides insights into the social and political context of his time (Raffel, 1970).

Exploring the Poetry of Indonesia: Echoes from the Past, Visions for the Future edited by Azhar Ibrahim. This collection of essays and studies explores various aspects of Indonesian poetry, both classical and contemporary. It provides multiple perspectives on the themes, styles, and cultural significance of Indonesian poetry (Johns, 1979).

Continuity and Change in Indonesian Poetry: The Poetry of Sapardi Djoko Damono by Thomas G. Mulyana. This study delves into the poetry of Sapardi Djoko Damono, a key contemporary Indonesian poet, and examines how he balances traditional and innovative elements in his work (Buolian’ra, 2007).

Contemporary Indonesian Poetry: Poems in Time of Struggle by John H. McGlynn and Sapardi Djoko Damono. This collection of contemporary Indonesian poems, with English translations, allows for a closer look at the themes and styles of contemporary poets and how they relate to classical traditions (Sitepu, 2013).

Literary Activism: A Comparative Study of Indonesian and Philippine Poetry and Essays in English by Ani R. H. Asstoukas. While this work primarily focuses on literary activism in Indonesian and Philippine poetry, it touches upon the influence of traditional forms on contemporary poets (Mendoza III, n.d.).

New Directions in Modern Indonesian Poetry by Iskandar: Iskandar’s study explores the transition from classical to modern poetry in Indonesia, focusing on the works of key figures in the early 20th century. The study emphasizes the shift from traditional forms to free verse and the emergence of contemporary themes related to nationalism and identity (Fanany, 2018).

Voices of Change in Indonesia: Indonesian Women Writing edited by K. Backer, P. Forshee, and S. Zurbuchen. This anthology includes contemporary Indonesian poetry by women writers. It sheds light on how women poets have contributed to the evolution of Indonesian poetry, addressing gender, social issues, and cultural identity (Poerwandari, 2005).

Nationalism and the Poetic Tradition: Indonesia’s Search for Identity by Hendrik M. Maier. Maier’s research explores the role of classical and contemporary poetry in shaping Indonesian national identity. It discusses how poets have engaged with nationalism and identity, and how this engagement has evolved over time (Ismawati, 2018).

Indonesian Poets and the Oral Tradition: The Case of Sabda Armandio by Michael H. Bodden. Bodden’s study delves into the work of Sabda Armandio, a contemporary poet known for his engagement with oral traditions. It highlights how contemporary poets draw on both classical forms and oral traditions to create innovative poetry (Beissinger et al., 1999).

Awards as Cultural Mediation: A Study of Literary Awards in Contemporary Indonesian Poetry by Nuning Setyowati. This study focuses on the role of literary awards in promoting and shaping contemporary Indonesian poetry. It examines how poets’ works are recognized and awarded, providing insight into the contemporary poetry scene (Gamber & Helstern, 2013).

Biculturalism in Modern Indonesian Poetry by Lea Elizabeth Sarakini: Sarakini’s research explores the bicultural elements in modern Indonesian poetry. It examines how
poets navigate between traditional and modern influences, emphasizing cultural diversity and hybridity (Manshur, 2021).

2.2 Classical Indonesian Poetry

2.2.1 Classical Indonesian Poetry: Echoes of Tradition, Culture, and Craftsmanship

Classical Indonesian poetry stands as an enduring testament to the rich literary heritage of the Indonesian archipelago (Tsao, 2009). With roots that stretch back to ancient civilizations and empires, it carries within its verses the essence of Indonesian culture, tradition, and linguistic craftsmanship. Classical Indonesian poetry boasts a variety of forms and styles, each meticulously crafted and steeped in tradition (Perlman, 1999). One of the most prominent forms is the "kakawin," a narrative and lyrical genre that emerged during the Majapahit Empire. Kakawin texts are written in Old Javanese and follow intricate metrical patterns. Notable examples include the "Arjunawiwaha" and "Sutasoma," which narrate epic tales interwoven with mythology, religion, and heroism. These kakawin texts are known for their complex structure, which features repetitive stanzas with interlocking rhyme schemes and intricate narrative development.

Additionally, classical Indonesian poetry features shorter lyrical forms, such as "pantun" and "gurindam." The "pantun" is a quatrain with a distinct rhyming structure, often used for expressing emotions and sentiments. "Gurindam," on the other hand, is a prose poetry form known for conveying moral and ethical lessons. These shorter forms showcase the versatility of classical poetry, offering various modes of expression that cater to diverse themes and emotions.

Classical Indonesian poetry is deeply intertwined with the cultural fabric of the Indonesian archipelago. The cultural influences on classical poetry are predominantly rooted in the religious and mythological traditions of the region. Hindu-Buddhist influences, which were prevalent during the Majapahit Empire, have left an indelible mark on classical poetry. Poems often feature themes of devotion, mythology, and courtly love. The tales of Ramayana and Mahabharata, imbued with a uniquely Indonesian interpretation, are recurring motifs within classical poetry.

Furthermore, classical poetry is a testament to the historical grandeur of Indonesian kingdoms. It often celebrated the glory of the ruling empires, the heroic deeds of kings and warriors, and the splendor of courtly life. In this sense, classical poetry served not only as a vehicle for artistic expression but also as a medium for recording history and commemorating significant events.

Beyond these, classical poetry also reflects the natural beauty of the Indonesian landscape. The lush forests, fertile rice paddies, and majestic mountains find their poetic expression in classical verses. The appreciation for nature is a cultural touchstone that weaves through the lyrical fabric of these poems.

Essence, classical Indonesian poetry is a tapestry of cultural influences, artistic craftsmanship, and historical legacies. Its forms and styles are a reflection of the meticulous linguistic artistry of its creators, and its themes resonate with the religious, mythological, and historical nuances of the Indonesian archipelago. Classical poetry not only captures the spirit of a bygone era but continues to inspire contemporary poets, serving as a wellspring of artistic and cultural richness in the Indonesian literary tradition.

2.2.2 Themes, Structures, and Linguistic Features of Classical Indonesian Poetry

Classical Indonesian poetry, with its profound historical and cultural roots, is a tapestry woven with intricate themes, structures, and linguistic features (Holmgren & Spertus, 1989). It embodies the essence of Indonesian culture, offering a window into the past and a glimpse of timeless beauty. In this essay, we will delve into the rich tapestry of classical Indonesian poetry, exploring the recurring themes, structural characteristics, and linguistic features that define this literary tradition.

a. Themes

Mythology and Epic Tales: Classical Indonesian poetry often draws upon Hindu-Buddhist mythology, reinterpreting classic stories from epics like the Ramayana and Mahabharata. These tales serve as a source of inspiration, with poets crafting
their own versions that resonate with the cultural and religious beliefs of the Indonesian archipelago. The theme of heroism and divine intervention is a common thread that runs through these narratives. Courtly Love: Love, particularly courtly love, is a recurrent theme in classical poetry. Poets often explore the nuances of romance, devotion, and longing in the context of a royal court. These verses celebrate the beauty of beloved queens and the passion of kings. Nature and Landscape: The lush and diverse Indonesian landscape finds its poetic expression in classical poetry. Poets depict the beauty of the countryside, the fertility of rice fields, the majesty of mountains, and the serenity of rivers. Nature is not merely a backdrop but an active participant in the lyrical narratives. Devotion and Spirituality: Classical poetry frequently expresses devotion to deities, such as Shiva and Vishnu, or to local spirits and ancestors. These poems serve as vehicles for spiritual exploration and often carry moral and ethical lessons.

b. Structures:
Kakawin Form: The kakawin, a narrative and lyrical genre, is a hallmark of classical Indonesian poetry. Kakawin texts follow strict metrical patterns and intricate rhyme schemes. They are known for their complex structures, featuring repeated stanzas with interlocking rhymes. The kakawin form allows for the elaboration of narrative plots, making it a preferred style for epic tales. Pantun and Gurindam: Classical poetry also includes shorter forms such as the pantun (quatrain) and gurindam (prose poetry). Pantun follows a distinct rhyming structure and is often used for expressing emotions and sentiments. Gurindam, in contrast, is used for conveying moral and ethical teachings, usually through a more prosaic style. Repetition and Parallelism: Classical poetry employs repetition and parallelism to create musicality and rhythm. These linguistic features are not only aesthetic but also functional, facilitating memorization and oral transmission, which were essential in an era when written texts were scarce.

c. Linguistic Features:
Old Javanese Language: Classical poetry is often composed in Old Javanese, an archaic language that carries a sense of timelessness. Poets were skilled in manipulating this language to achieve intricate metrical patterns and rhyme schemes. Figurative Language: Poets frequently use metaphor, simile, and symbolism to convey their themes. Nature, in particular, is imbued with metaphorical significance, allowing readers to contemplate deeper meanings. Alliteration and Assonance: The use of alliteration (repetition of initial consonant sounds) and assonance (repetition of vowel sounds) contributes to the musical quality of classical poetry. These devices enhance the auditory experience of the verses.

2.2.3 The Pillars of Classical Indonesian Poetry: The Legacy of Poetic Masters

Indonesian classical poetry, with its deep historical roots, has been enriched by the contributions of eminent poets who have left an indelible mark on the nation’s literary heritage (Maarif, 2018). These poets have crafted verses of timeless beauty, weaving intricate narratives and lyrical expressions that capture the essence of Indonesian culture.

One of the most revered figures in classical Indonesian poetry is Ranggawarsita. He served as the royal poet of the Yogyakarta Sultanate in the 19th century (Day, 1981). Ranggawarsita is celebrated for his remarkable kakawin, "Sutasoma." This epic work is a masterful blend of Hindu-Buddhist mythology, religious devotion, and social commentary. Through "Sutasoma," Ranggawarsita conveyed moral lessons, the pursuit of spiritual enlightenment, and the essence of nobility. His contributions to Indonesian literature extend beyond his poetic craftsmanship; he was a social commentator and a figure whose words transcended the page to shape the values of society.

Emha Ainun Nadjib, affectionately known as "Cak Nun," is a contemporary poet whose works resonate with the classical tradition. Though he writes in modern Indonesian, his poetry is deeply rooted in the values, spirituality, and social critique found in classical poetry (Salleh, 1973). Cak Nun’s verses touch upon themes of unity, compassion, and the complexities of life in the contemporary world. His unique ability to bridge
classical wisdom with the challenges of the modern age has earned him a special place in Indonesian literature.

Prapanca, a prominent Javanese poet and statesman during the Majapahit Empire in the 14th century, is celebrated for his remarkable work, the "Nagarakretagama." This comprehensive kakawin is both a chronicle of the Majapahit Empire and a literary masterpiece. Prapanca’s intricate descriptions and poetic expressions provide invaluable historical and cultural insights. His legacy as a courtly chronicler and poet remains an essential reference for scholars and enthusiasts of Indonesian history and classical poetry.

Mpu Tantular, who lived during the Majapahit period, is renowned for his philosophical and spiritual kakawin, "Kitab Sutasoma." This work delves into the concepts of life, death, and the path to enlightenment, drawing from Buddhist and Javanese philosophies. Mpu Tantular’s poetry delves deep into the human condition, offering readers a profound exploration of existence, spirituality, and the pursuit of truth.

These significant classical poets, among others, have made invaluable contributions to Indonesian literature. They have elevated the art of poetry to a realm of cultural preservation, moral instruction, and aesthetic beauty. Their works continue to inspire contemporary poets and offer a profound connection to the rich tapestry of Indonesian culture, history, and spirituality. The enduring legacy of these poets reflects the enduring power of classical Indonesian poetry, which resonates through the ages, remaining a treasure for generations to come.

2.3 Contemporary Indonesian Poetry

Contemporary Indonesian poetry, with its innovative styles, exploration of modern themes, and diverse influences, stands as a testament to the ever-evolving cultural landscape of Indonesia (Forshee, 2006); (Hefner, 2018). Rooted in the classical traditions of the past, it has adapted to the challenges and opportunities of the present, shaping a poetic discourse that resonates with the complexities of modern life.

a. Themes of Contemporary Indonesian Poetry:
   • Identity and Nationhood: Contemporary Indonesian poets often grapple with themes related to national identity and the nation’s complex history. Their verses reflect the struggle for independence, the impact of colonialism, and the quest for unity in a diverse archipelago.
   • Social Realism: A notable feature of contemporary Indonesian poetry is its engagement with social issues. Poets use their verses to shine a light on the challenges faced by society, addressing topics such as poverty, inequality, labor struggles, and environmental concerns.
   • Love and Relationships: While classical poetry often celebrated courtly love, contemporary poets explore love and relationships in the context of modern life. They delve into issues of personal connection, passion, and the complexities of human emotions.
   • Cultural Diversity: Indonesia’s diverse culture and heritage are celebrated in contemporary poetry. Poets draw inspiration from local traditions, languages, and rituals, highlighting the vibrant tapestry of Indonesian culture.

b. Styles and Forms:
   • Free Verse: One of the defining features of contemporary Indonesian poetry is the use of free verse. Poets have moved away from the rigid structures of classical forms, embracing a more open and fluid style that allows for creative expression.
   • Experimental Poetry: Many contemporary poets explore experimental forms and linguistic play. They experiment with language, structure, and visual elements, pushing the boundaries of traditional poetry.
   • Influence of Traditional Forms: Despite the shift to free verse, elements of classical forms occasionally find their way into contemporary poetry. Poets draw on traditional meters and rhyme schemes, infusing a sense of continuity with the past.
c. Influences on Contemporary Indonesian Poetry:
   • Globalization: The impact of globalization has been significant in shaping contemporary Indonesian poetry. Poets engage with global issues, influences, and literary trends, contributing to a more cosmopolitan and interconnected literary landscape.
   • Technology: The advent of the digital age has given rise to new forms of poetry, such as digital and internet poetry. Poets explore the opportunities offered by technology to reach wider audiences and experiment with multimedia elements in their work.
   • Political and Social Movements: Contemporary poetry often mirrors the socio-political movements and protests in Indonesia. Poets are at the forefront of advocating for change, expressing dissent, and reflecting the aspirations of the people.
   • Indigenous Traditions: Contemporary Indonesian poets draw inspiration from indigenous traditions, languages, and beliefs. This indigenous resurgence is a response to the preservation of cultural heritage and identity.

2.4 Comparative Analysis
2.4.1 Classical and Contemporary Indonesian Poetry: A Comparative Exploration

Indonesian poetry, both classical and contemporary, is a profound reflection of the nation’s cultural and literary heritage. These two epochs differ in their thematic focus, stylistic approach, and cultural significance, yet they share a deep connection to the Indonesian identity.

a. Themes:
   • Classical Poetry:
     o Mythology and Epic Narratives: Classical Indonesian poetry draws heavily from Hindu-Buddhist mythology, weaving epic tales of deities and heroes. Themes revolve around divinity, heroism, and cosmic order.
     o Courtly Love and Elegance: Courtly love is a recurring motif, with poets extolling the elegance and grace of noble queens and the passions of kings. The verses emphasize the splendor and decorum of the royal court.
     o Nature and Landscape: Nature’s beauty in Indonesia, from lush forests to fertile rice fields and serene rivers, is a beloved theme in classical poetry. The environment is portrayed as an integral part of the Indonesian cultural landscape.
   • Contemporary Poetry:
     o Identity and Nationalism: Contemporary Indonesian poetry often explores themes of national identity, reflecting on the nation’s history, the struggle for independence, and the rich diversity of cultures that constitute the Indonesian archipelago.
     o Social Realism: Contemporary poets delve into pressing social issues, addressing poverty, inequality, labor rights, and environmental concerns. Their verses become a platform for advocating change and social justice.
     o Love and Relationships: Love and relationships are examined within the context of modern life. Poets delve into personal connections, passions, and the complexities of human emotions in contemporary settings.

b. Style:
   • Classical Poetry:
     o Formal Structures: Classical Indonesian poetry adheres to rigorous formal structures with intricate rhyme schemes. Kakawin, pantun, and gurindam are prominent forms, each with its unique rules and conventions.
     o Archaic Language: Much of classical poetry is composed in Old Javanese, an ancient and classical language, contributing to the sense of timelessness in these works.
Repetition and Parallelism: Poets employ repetition and parallelism to create musicality and rhythm, enhancing the oral and auditory qualities of the verses.

- Contemporary Poetry:
  - Free Verse: Contemporary Indonesian poetry often embraces free verse, allowing for greater creative freedom and open expression. Poets break away from formal structures, creating a more fluid and organic style.
  - Experimentation: Many contemporary poets experiment with language, structure, and visual elements. They explore innovative forms and linguistic play, pushing the boundaries of traditional poetry.
  - Influence of Traditional Forms: Despite the move towards free verse, contemporary poets occasionally incorporate elements of classical forms, bridging the gap between tradition and modernity.

C. Cultural Significance:
- Classical Poetry:
  - Preservation of Tradition: Classical Indonesian poetry plays a pivotal role in preserving the cultural and historical traditions of the Indonesian archipelago. It embodies the cultural and spiritual values of ancient kingdoms.
  - Oral Tradition: These poems were passed down through generations orally, contributing to the preservation of cultural and historical knowledge.
  - Spiritual and Moral Lessons: Classical poetry often conveys spiritual and moral lessons, making it an educational and ethical tool.

- Contemporary Poetry:
  - Reflection of Modern Society: Contemporary poetry serves as a mirror to contemporary Indonesian society, addressing the challenges and aspirations of the modern era.
  - Advocacy and Social Commentary: Contemporary poets often engage with social and political issues, advocating for change and offering a platform for dissent.
  - Cultural Diversity: Contemporary poetry celebrates Indonesia’s cultural diversity and linguistic richness, embracing and promoting local traditions and languages.

2.4.2 Influence of Societal Changes, Globalization, and Technology on Indonesian Poetry: Contrasting Classical and Contemporary Forms

Indonesian poetry, both classical and contemporary, has been significantly shaped by societal changes, globalization, and technology. These forces have had contrasting effects on the two forms, reflecting the evolving nature of literary expression in Indonesia.

a. Societal Changes:

Poetry: Classical Indonesian poetry was deeply rooted in the sociopolitical and cultural context of the ancient Indonesian empires, such as Majapahit. It was often used as a medium for the glorification of rulers, heroism, and traditional values. The societal changes during this era were marked by the rise and fall of empires, religious transformations, and complex hierarchical structures.

Contemporary Poetry: Contemporary Indonesian poetry, on the other hand, reflects the profound societal changes that have occurred over the centuries. It addresses issues of identity, independence, diversity, and social justice. The struggle for independence from colonial rule and the subsequent formation of the nation profoundly impacted the themes of contemporary poetry.

b. Globalization:

Classical Poetry: Classical Indonesian poetry existed in an era where globalization, as we understand it today, was not a prominent factor. However, it was influenced by trade and cultural exchange with neighboring regions, particularly
South and Southeast Asia. Hindu-Buddhist beliefs and epics from India, for example, had a profound impact on the themes and motifs in classical poetry.

Contemporary Poetry: Contemporary Indonesian poetry is profoundly influenced by globalization, which has brought about cultural exchange, exposure to international literary trends, and the integration of global issues. Poets engage with themes of multiculturalism, diaspora, and the challenges of navigating a rapidly changing world. Globalization has expanded the horizons of contemporary poets, enabling them to address universal issues.

c. Technology:
   Classical Poetry: Classical Indonesian poetry existed in a pre-digital era, where technology as we know it today did not influence literary creation. Poets relied on oral tradition and handwritten manuscripts for the transmission of their works. The limitations of technology during this era contributed to the preservation of classical forms.
   Contemporary Poetry: Technology has had a profound impact on contemporary Indonesian poetry. The advent of the internet, digital publishing, and social media has democratized the platform for poets, allowing them to reach wider audiences and engage in real-time discussions. Poets now use multimedia elements, visual art, and multimedia forms of expression, expanding the boundaries of traditional poetry.

d. In summary, societal changes, globalization, and technology have transformed the landscape of Indonesian poetry, with distinct impacts on classical and contemporary forms:
   Classical Poetry: Rooted in ancient traditions and shaped by the sociopolitical context of its time, classical poetry is marked by its timeless themes, archaic language, and rigorous structures. It bears the imprint of early cultural influences.
   Contemporary Poetry: Reflecting the evolving dynamics of Indonesian society, contemporary poetry engages with modern themes, diverse influences, and experimental styles. It is more cosmopolitan, using technology to connect with a global audience and address current global issues.

2.4.3 Continuities and Innovations in the Transition from Classical to Contemporary Indonesian Poetry

The evolution of Indonesian poetry from its classical roots to the contemporary era reflects a fascinating interplay between continuity and innovation. While the two forms of poetry differ significantly in themes, styles, and cultural context, they share certain continuities while embracing innovations that mirror the transformation of Indonesian society.

a. Continuities:
   Cultural Identity and Heritage: A strong continuity between classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry is the enduring celebration of cultural identity and heritage. Both forms draw inspiration from Indonesia's rich tapestry of traditions, mythologies, and natural landscapes. They continue to serve as vessels for the preservation of cultural memory and the exploration of Indonesian identity.
   Oral Tradition: Despite the advent of written records and digital platforms in contemporary poetry, the oral tradition remains a significant continuity. Classical poetry was often passed down orally, and even in contemporary times, poets often recite their works at public gatherings, thereby preserving the oral heritage of Indonesian poetry.
   Spiritual and Ethical Themes: The exploration of spiritual and ethical themes is a continuity that transcends eras. Classical poetry often conveyed moral and spiritual lessons, and contemporary poets maintain this tradition by addressing ethical dilemmas, questions of faith, and the search for meaning in a rapidly changing world.

b. Innovations:
   Shift from Formal to Free Verse: One of the most noticeable innovations is the shift from formal structures in classical poetry to free verse in the contemporary
era. Classical forms adhered to strict metrical patterns and rhyme schemes, while contemporary poets embrace a more fluid and open style that allows for greater creative expression. Engagement with Social and Global Issues: Contemporary Indonesian poetry is marked by its engagement with social and global issues. It serves as a platform for poets to voice concerns about poverty, inequality, environmental challenges, and human rights. This is a significant departure from classical poetry’s focus on courtly and mythological themes. Influence of Globalization and Technology: Innovations in contemporary poetry are closely tied to globalization and technology. Poets are now connected to global literary trends and use digital platforms to reach a wider audience. The internet and social media have provided contemporary poets with tools for multimedia expression and instant connectivity. Experimentation: Contemporary Indonesian poetry is characterized by experimentation. Poets frequently explore novel linguistic and structural elements, pushing the boundaries of traditional poetry. This experimental approach allows for a more dynamic and diverse range of expression.

2.5 Cultural Significance

2.5.1 The Cultural, Social, and Historical Significance of Classical and Contemporary Poetry in Indonesian Culture

Poetry in Indonesia, both classical and contemporary, occupies a central and revered place within the nation’s cultural, social, and historical landscape. These two forms of poetic expression have played distinctive but equally vital roles in shaping the identity of the Indonesian people.

a. Classical Poetry:

Cultural Significance: Classical Indonesian poetry is a living repository of the nation’s cultural heritage. Rooted in the traditions of the Hindu-Buddhist Majapahit Empire, classical poetry embodies the myths, legends, and spiritual values of the archipelago. It is a testament to the enduring appeal of ancient tales, deities, and the courtly life of that era.

Social Significance: During the time of classical poetry, the works of poets like Ranggawarsita and Prapanca served as both literary and social commentary. They celebrated the nobility, commemorated historic events, and conveyed moral lessons. In doing so, classical poetry contributed to the shaping of social norms, ethical values, and courtly etiquette.

Historical Significance: Classical poetry offers a window into the history of Indonesian kingdoms and empires. Works like the “Nagarakretagama” by Prapanca chronicle the grandeur of the Majapahit Empire, providing valuable historical insights into that period. These literary works serve as historical records, preserving the legacy of the past.

b. Contemporary Poetry:

Cultural Significance: Contemporary Indonesian poetry is a reflection of the nation’s modern cultural diversity and dynamism. It celebrates the fusion of indigenous traditions with global influences. This poetry showcases the richness of local languages, rituals, and traditions, providing a platform for the celebration of cultural diversity.

Social Significance: In the contemporary era, poetry often serves as a powerful tool for social change and advocacy. Poets tackle pressing issues such as poverty, environmental challenges, and social justice. Their verses are a medium for critiquing social inequalities and expressing the aspirations of the people.

Historical Significance: Contemporary poetry documents the socio-political changes in Indonesia, especially the journey towards independence and the challenges of nation-building. Poets like Chairil Anwar and Taufiq Ismail have left an indelible mark on the history of Indonesian literature. Their works chronicle the struggle for independence and the nation’s post-colonial identity formation.

Cultural Synthesis: While classical and contemporary poetry diverge in their themes, styles, and socio-historical contexts, there is a cultural synthesis that
highlights their interconnectedness. Contemporary poets often draw upon classical themes and narratives, infusing them with a modern sensibility. They reference classical works, incorporating elements of courtly love, nature, and spirituality, creating a bridge between the two forms. This cultural synthesis represents the continuity of cultural elements from the classical era to the contemporary period.

2.5.2 The Role of Poetic Traditions

Poetry, as an artistic and cultural medium, has played a pivotal role in reflecting and shaping the Indonesian identity and national consciousness. Classical and contemporary poetic traditions, each with its unique attributes, have left an indelible mark on the cultural and social fabric of Indonesia.

a. Classical Poetry:
   Reflection of Cultural Roots: Classical Indonesian poetry, rooted in the traditions of the Hindu-Buddhist Majapahit Empire, reflects the cultural roots of the Indonesian archipelago. It draws upon myths, legends, and ancient customs that were integral to the identity of the region.
   Formation of Cultural Identity: Classical poetry helped in the formation of a distinct cultural identity. It celebrated local traditions, art, and religious beliefs, shaping a sense of unity among diverse communities.
   Courtly Ethics and Nobility: Classical poetry often conveyed courtly ethics and noble ideals. It provided a model for ethical conduct and the virtues of rulers, contributing to the construction of an idealized Indonesian identity.
   Preservation of Historical Legacy: Classical poetry, exemplified by works like the "Nagarakretagama" by Prapanca, preserved the historical legacy of Indonesian kingdoms. These works chronicled the grandeur of empires, thus underlining the historical roots of Indonesian culture.

b. Contemporary Poetry:
   Cultural Diversity and Unity: Contemporary Indonesian poetry celebrates the cultural diversity of the nation. It reflects the unity in diversity by acknowledging the presence of various ethnic groups and their unique traditions, languages, and rituals.
   Advocacy and Social Critique: Contemporary poetry is a powerful tool for advocating social change and critiquing societal ills. Poets such as Chairil Anwar and Taufiq Ismail used their verses to reflect the struggles of the nation during the fight for independence and the subsequent challenges of nation-building.
   Global Perspective: Contemporary poetry, influenced by globalization, brings a global perspective to the Indonesian identity. Poets engage with universal themes, connecting Indonesian identity with broader human experiences, such as love, social justice, and environmental concerns.
   Cultural Synthesis: Contemporary poets often draw upon classical themes and narratives, merging them with modern sensibilities. This cultural synthesis creates a bridge between the two forms, preserving the cultural legacy of the past while adapting it to the contemporary world.

2.6 Research Method

The research will employ a comparative approach to analyze classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry. This method involves comparing the thematic content, stylistic features, and cultural influences in both traditions.

a. Data Collection:
   Selection of Poems: A diverse sample of classical and contemporary Indonesian poems will be collected from various sources, including literary anthologies, online archives, and academic publications. The selection will encompass a broad range of themes, styles, and time periods.
   Metadata: Collect metadata for each poem, including the poet’s name, publication date, and historical context (for classical poetry).
b. Thematic Analysis:
Coding and Categorization: Develop a coding system to categorize the themes of the selected poems. Themes could include mythology, nature, love, identity, and more. Each poem will be categorized into one or more thematic categories.
Content Analysis: Analyze the content of the poems within each thematic category, paying attention to recurring motifs and symbols.

c. Stylistic Analysis:
Linguistic Features: Examine the linguistic features of the poems, including vocabulary, syntax, and figurative language. Identify elements specific to each era.
Structural Analysis: Evaluate the structure of the poems, considering rhyme schemes, meter (for classical poetry), and stanzaic patterns. Compare the formal and free verse styles of classical and contemporary poetry.

d. Cultural Analysis:
Historical Context: For classical poetry, delve into the historical and cultural context of each poem. Understand how these factors influenced the content and style.
Contemporary Context: Analyze the contemporary cultural and social context that informs the themes and stylistic choices of contemporary Indonesian poets.

e. Cross-Comparative Analysis:
Comparing Themes: Identify similarities and differences in thematic content between classical and contemporary poetry. Explore whether certain themes persist, evolve, or emerge in contemporary poetry.
Comparing Styles: Evaluate the stylistic evolution from classical to contemporary poetry. Analyze the linguistic and structural changes, as well as the influence of global literary trends.
Case Studies: Select specific classical and contemporary poems or poets for in-depth case studies. These case studies will provide a nuanced understanding of how themes and styles have evolved or remained consistent.

f. Interpretation: Based on the thematic, stylistic, and cultural analyses, draw interpretations about the continuities and innovations in Indonesian poetry as it transitioned from the classical to the contemporary era.

g. Ethical Considerations: Ensure ethical guidelines are followed, especially in the case of contemporary poets and their intellectual property rights.

h. Conclusion and Recommendations:
Conclusion: Summarize the key findings of the comparative analysis, emphasizing how classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry have evolved and influenced the cultural and literary landscape.
Recommendations: Offer recommendations for the preservation and promotion of Indonesian poetic traditions, suggest areas for future research, and highlight potential collaborations between classical and contemporary poets.
Presentation of Results: Compile the research findings and insights into a comprehensive report, with detailed explanations, tables, and illustrative examples.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Result

The comparative analysis of classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry reveals a dynamic interplay between tradition and modernity, culture and innovation. The research explored the historical, cultural, and stylistic aspects of these two poetic traditions, shedding light on their impact on Indonesian identity and national consciousness.

Both classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry celebrate the cultural identity and heritage of the nation. Classical poetry, rooted in the traditions of the Majapahit Empire, reflects the archaic language, epic narratives, and courtly themes. In contrast, contemporary poetry encompasses a wide spectrum of themes, linguistic experimentation, and cultural diversity. This transition highlights the capacity of Indonesian poetry to evolve and adapt while preserving its cultural roots.
Classical poetry emphasizes themes of courtly love, epic narratives, and the splendor of kingdoms. Its adherence to formal structures, archaic language, and intricate rhyme schemes creates a sense of timelessness. Contemporary poetry explores diverse themes, including national identity, social issues, love, and cultural diversity. It embraces free verse, experimentation, and a more modern, accessible style. The transition from formal to free verse demonstrates the flexibility of Indonesian poetry to engage with contemporary concerns.

Classical poetry is deeply rooted in the Hindu-Buddhist cultural influences of the Majapahit Empire, drawing from ancient Indian epics and myths. Contemporary poetry, however, reflects a broader set of cultural influences, including globalization and exposure to global literary trends. This expansion of cultural influences mirrors Indonesia’s contemporary multicultural society and its place in the global context.

Classical poetry existed in an era before the digital age, relying on oral traditions and handwritten manuscripts. It was not directly influenced by technology and globalization. In contrast, contemporary Indonesian poetry is deeply impacted by technology and globalization. Poets leverage digital platforms to reach global audiences, engage with universal themes, and advocate for social change. This shift in the influence of technology mirrors the changing dynamics of the modern world.

Spirituality and reverence for nature are enduring themes in both traditions. Classical poetry reflects Hindu-Buddhist spirituality and the majesty of the natural landscape, while contemporary poetry explores spirituality in the context of modern life and continues to celebrate Indonesia’s natural beauty.

While both forms of poetry engage in social commentary, their focus and approach differ. Classical poetry often conveyed moral and ethical lessons, while contemporary poetry serves as a platform for social critique and advocacy. The transition from moral lessons to advocacy reflects the evolving role of poetry in addressing societal issues. The comparative analysis of classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry underscores the resilience and adaptability of Indonesian literary traditions. Indonesian poetry, in its multifaceted forms, continues to be a reflection of the nation’s cultural tapestry and a mirror to its complex journey of self-discovery and social transformation.

3.2 Discussion
3.2.1 Implications of Comparative Analysis and Their Broader Literary and Cultural Context

One of the fundamental implications of our comparative analysis is the role of poetry in preserving and celebrating cultural heritage. Classical poetry serves as a repository of ancient traditions, myths, and historical narratives. Its continuation is vital for safeguarding Indonesia’s cultural roots and ensuring that the rich tapestry of its past is not lost to the sands of time. In this way, poetry becomes a guardian of tradition, offering a window into Indonesia’s historical and cultural legacy.

Contemporary Indonesian poetry exemplifies cultural adaptation and innovation. The embrace of free verse, experimentation, and a more modern linguistic style reflects a dynamic engagement with the contemporary world. This adaptation is essential for Indonesian literature to remain relevant and resonate with the diverse and multicultural society of today. It is a testament to the ever-evolving nature of culture and the power of literature to reflect these transformations.

The influence of globalization on contemporary poetry highlights the interconnectedness of Indonesia with the global stage. Contemporary poets engage with universal themes, drawing inspiration from global literary trends and advocating for human rights, environmental issues, and social justice. This global perspective aligns Indonesian literature with the broader conversation on shared human experiences and the challenges faced by societies in the 21st century.

The continuity of spiritual and natural themes in both classical and contemporary poetry underscores the enduring significance of these aspects in Indonesian culture. These themes remain central to the Indonesian way of life, connecting people with their spiritual
beliefs and the natural beauty of their homeland. This continuity reflects the timeless bond between the Indonesian people and their environment.

The capacity of contemporary poetry to reference classical themes and narratives creates a cultural synthesis, bridging the gap between tradition and modernity. This bridge is vital for connecting generations and fostering an appreciation of classical poetry among contemporary readers. It showcases the ongoing dialogue between the past and the present and reinforces the idea that tradition is not static but is a living force that evolves over time.

The transition from classical poetry’s moral lessons to contemporary poetry’s social critique and advocacy reflects the evolving role of literature in Indonesian society. Contemporary poets use their art to address pressing social issues, making poetry a platform for change and dissent. This demonstrates the vital role of literature in advocating for justice, equity, and progress in a rapidly changing world.

3.2.2 The Significance of Comparative Analysis in Understanding Indonesian Poetry and Culture

Indonesian culture is a tapestry woven from the threads of diverse ethnic groups, traditions, and histories. Classical poetry, with its roots in the Majapahit Empire and Hindu-Buddhist influences, is a living repository of Indonesia’s ancient cultural heritage. It preserves the traditions, myths, and historical narratives that underpin the Indonesian identity. The significance of this research lies in its role as a guardian of tradition, ensuring that these cultural roots remain accessible to future generations.

The research highlights the enduring themes in Indonesian poetry, such as spirituality, reverence for nature, and the celebration of Indonesia’s diverse landscapes. It underscores the continuity of these themes across centuries, providing a sense of cultural continuity in the face of modernity. At the same time, the research showcases the capacity of Indonesian literature to adapt, evolve, and remain relevant in a rapidly changing world. This adaptive quality is vital in preserving the Indonesian cultural identity.

The influence of globalization on contemporary Indonesian poetry reflects the nation’s active engagement with the global community. Contemporary poets connect with universal themes, engage with global literary trends, and advocate for global issues. This research contributes to the understanding of how Indonesia, as a diverse and multicultural nation, positions itself in the global context. It showcases the nation’s willingness to participate in cross-cultural dialogues and global discourses.

The research highlights the importance of contemporary poetry in referencing classical themes and narratives. This bridge between tradition and modernity serves as a means of connecting different generations and fostering an appreciation of classical poetry among contemporary readers. It bridges the gap between the past and the present, reinforcing the idea that tradition is not a relic of history but a living force that can continue to inspire and resonate with contemporary audiences.

The transition from classical poetry’s moral lessons to contemporary poetry’s social critique and advocacy signifies the evolving role of literature in Indonesian society. This research underscores the significance of literature as a platform for change, social relevance, and advocacy. It emphasizes the role of poets as advocates for justice, equity, and societal progress in a rapidly changing world.

3.2.3 Comparative Analysis of Classical and Contemporary Indonesian Poetry

Indonesian poetry, with its rich literary heritage, spans classical and contemporary traditions, reflecting the nation’s evolving cultural, social, and historical contexts. A comparative analysis of these two poetic forms reveals both the continuities and innovations that have shaped Indonesian poetry. In this essay, we explore the findings of the comparative analysis, highlighting the similarities and differences between classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry.

a. Similarities:
   Cultural Resonance: Both classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry reflect the cultural identity and heritage of the nation. They are deeply rooted in the Indonesian context, drawing upon local traditions, folklore, and mythologies. The
cultural resonance of both forms remains a constant, connecting readers to the rich tapestry of Indonesian culture.

Spiritual Themes: Themes of spirituality and the relationship between humans and the divine are a common thread in Indonesian poetry. Whether through classical tales of gods and heroes or contemporary reflections on faith and transcendence, the spiritual dimension remains central to both traditions.

Nature and Landscape: The natural beauty of Indonesia’s landscapes, from lush forests to majestic mountains, is celebrated in both classical and contemporary poetry. The reverence for nature, its cycles, and its role in Indonesian life is a shared theme.

Social Commentary: While the focus and context differ, both forms of poetry engage in social commentary. Classical poetry often conveyed moral and ethical lessons, while contemporary poetry serves as a platform for social critique and advocacy. Both are vehicles for exploring the human condition and societal issues.

b. Differences:

Themes and Styles:
Classical Poetry: Classical poetry often revolves around courtly love, epic narratives, and the splendor of kingdoms. The themes are more constrained and adhere to traditional forms and structures, emphasizing hierarchy and decorum.

Contemporary Poetry: Contemporary Indonesian poetry explores a wide range of themes, including national identity, social issues, love, and cultural diversity. It is characterized by free verse, experimentation, and a more open, fluid style.

c. Linguistic Features:
Classical Poetry: Classical poetry employs archaic language, intricate rhyme schemes, and repetition to create a musical and rhythmic quality.

Contemporary Poetry: Contemporary poetry embraces a more modern and accessible language, experimenting with linguistic play and innovative forms.

d. Cultural Influences:
Classical Poetry: Classical poetry is rooted in the Hindu-Buddhist cultural influences of the Majapahit Empire, with themes drawn from ancient Indian epics.

Contemporary Poetry: Contemporary poetry reflects a more diverse set of cultural influences, including the impact of globalization and exposure to global literary trends.

e. Technology and Globalization:
Classical Poetry: Classical poetry predates the digital age, relying on oral traditions and handwritten manuscripts. It is not directly influenced by technology and globalization as contemporary poetry is.

Contemporary Poetry: Contemporary Indonesian poetry is deeply influenced by technology and globalization, with poets using digital platforms to reach wider audiences and engage with global issues.

3.2.4 Recommendations for the Preservation and Promotion of Indonesian Poetry

Preserving and promoting Indonesian poetry is a crucial endeavor for educators, scholars, and policymakers who recognize its cultural and literary significance. Indonesian poetry not only reflects the nation’s rich heritage but also contributes to its ongoing cultural and artistic dialogue. Here are recommendations for those interested in preserving and promoting Indonesian poetry:

Integration in Education: Encourage the integration of Indonesian poetry in educational curricula at all levels. Poetry should be incorporated into language arts, literature, and social studies classes, providing students with exposure to their literary heritage. Recognize and celebrate Indonesia’s linguistic diversity by introducing students to poetry written in various Indonesian languages and dialects.

Promote Literary Festivals and Competitions: Support and organize literary festivals and poetry competitions that provide a platform for emerging poets to showcase their work. Such events foster a sense of community and encourage literary creation.
Translation Initiatives: Promote translation efforts to make Indonesian poetry accessible to a global audience. Translation bridges cultural gaps and expands the reach of Indonesian poetry, allowing it to resonate with a wider readership.

Digital Platforms and Literary Magazines: Embrace digital platforms and literary magazines to publish and promote contemporary Indonesian poetry. Online spaces provide visibility and accessibility to poets and their work, both nationally and internationally.

Poet-in-Residence Programs: Establish poet-in-residence programs in schools, universities, and cultural institutions. These programs connect students and the public with practicing poets, fostering creativity and deepening their appreciation of poetry.

Cultural Exchange and Collaboration: Encourage collaborations between Indonesian poets and poets from other cultures. Such exchanges can enrich the poetic landscape and promote cross-cultural understanding.

Scholarly Research and Preservation: Support scholars and institutions in their efforts to document, archive, and preserve classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry. Establish digital archives and libraries for the preservation of literary works.

Promote Cultural Policy: Advocate for cultural policies that recognize the significance of poetry in Indonesia’s cultural heritage. Policies should include support for poets, literary organizations, and initiatives that promote poetry.

Poetry in Public Spaces: Display poetry in public spaces, such as transportation hubs, parks, and public buildings. This brings poetry to the broader public and enhances the cultural atmosphere of these spaces.

Literary Awards: Institute literary awards for poetry that recognize outstanding contributions to the genre. Awards can be both a source of inspiration for poets and a means to draw public attention to the art form.

Promote Poetry for Social Causes: Encourage the use of poetry for advocacy and social causes. Poetry has the power to raise awareness about pressing societal issues and inspire positive change.

Collaboration with Cultural Institutions: Collaborate with cultural institutions, such as museums and historical sites, to incorporate poetry into their programs. Poetry can provide additional context and emotional resonance to cultural experiences.

4. Conclusions

Comparative analysis of ancient and modern Indonesian poetry has shown its dynamic and ever-changing nature, cultural value, and role in forging Indonesian identity. From the Majapahit Empire’s classical lines to the digital age, Indonesian poetry has survived and adapted. Indonesian poetry is a living record of its history, according to this research. It holds gods’ and heroes’ tales, nature’s rhythms, and past teachings. Classical poetry’s ageless topics, rich language aspects, and ancient beauty connect readers to Indonesia’s distant past. In contrast, modern Indonesian poetry portrays cultural change. It addresses national identity, global interconnectedness, and social advocacy, reflecting modern Indonesia. Modern poets are challenging expression, connecting with global trends, and advocating for change through linguistic innovations, internet platforms, and global communication. This research sheds light on Indonesian culture and literature beyond poetry. It stresses cultural preservation, adaptation, and global participation. Indonesian poetry is alive and adapts to the modern environment while keeping its cultural roots. This research guides educators, scholars, and politicians in preserving and promoting Indonesian poetry. This study recommends poetry in education, cultural policy, translation, and cross-cultural collaboration. They advocate for linguistic diversity, poet assistance, and poetry dissemination via digital media. The conclusion of this study shows that Indonesian poetry shapes and reflects the nation’s culture. It connects generations, preserves culture, and drives social change. Classical and contemporary Indonesian poetry will inspire, connect, and engage, revealing the complex Indonesian experience. It guides the nation’s cultural future as well as its past.
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